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You sir are a rabble rouser trying to stir up trouble. Stop playing the 

victim You exp:cted newsrren not to identify the killer by saying Korean 

Arrnican No one is going to go after Korean Arrnicans. Most Asian boys 

are tenibly misguided by fathers who still react as typical Korean fathers no 

touch, little communication, study 24/7; you're no good lll1iess you're at the 

top. My brother died to save South Korea and you don't seem to mention 

while Americans go···I) so you can rattle on like an ineffective toy.") 
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1) I am unable to figure out the next word(hand-written). 



In the wake of the Virginia Tech shootings, I was lxlmbarded ~lth 

requests for cornrrents from the news media Some readers responded to my 

cornrrents in contrasting ways. A lady from Culver City conveyed to nl:' 

that not all Angelinos blame the VIrginia Technical University tragedy on 

Korean Americans. As a rmther, she lamented that it is a very difficult task 

to raise a son, nowadays. Even if you do your best as a mother, it still dcx:s 

not guarantee that he will hnn out all right. She was sympathetic ~th the 

parents of gunman, Seung-hui Cho. I appreciated her phone call. In contrast, 

a gentleman left a phone message refuting my critique of the way the media 

identified the ethnicity of the gunman. There were worse responses to my 

interviews. The postcard cited alxwe was delivered to me. I was dumb 

founded to read these lines. I was reprimanded for not acknowledging 

American sacrifice for South Korea during the Korean War. In other words, 

some Americans feel that Korean Americans are the same as the North 

Korean communists of rmre than half a century ago, even if Korean 

Americans grew up in the U.S., like gunman, Cho. 

As Cho was identified as a South Korean foreigner and alien by the mass 

media, public discourse on the VIrginia tech shootings developxl and 

circulated throughout South Korea, the Korean American community, and in 

the American mainstream society. Consequently, in this essay, I critically 

examine the question of social citizenship(e.g., inclusion, ~tance, rrent.ership, 

belonging, etc,) for gunman and other Korean! Asian Americans a la this 

public discourse. In other words, who was Cho? \Vhat mechanism constituted 

his social citizenship? When violence is IEPetuated by Asian Americans, 

2) I received this [Xlst card from sorrelxxly in Santa Clarita. dated April 19. '2fJJ7. This 
lll'<ms that the sender read my interview on the 18 in a local or regional newspaper. 
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what does that say about the status and social citizenship of other Korean! 

Asian Americans? Why was gunman Cho related to the Korean War or 

even Kim long II? In my discussion, I would also like to make the distinction 

between social citizenship and political citizenship. The latter has better 

claim to the word citizenship, specifying access to both civil rights and 

"human" rights, at least as far as enforcerrent goes. However, there is an 

American tradition of viewing citizenship as a process of participation, not 

merely status. That view is reflected in the year-long classes in Citizenship 

forrrerly required in High Schools)) Secondly, the role of U. S. hegermnic 

relations with North and South Korea also corres into account. Imperialism 

will be introduced as an analytic tool, but an aside or developrrent. The 

advantage of "hegermny" is that it can refer to domination, a heavy exercise 

of power, or dominance, which implies less overt exercise of power. In other 

words, the tem1 hegermny alludes to ascendancy to power rather than an 

overt conquest. Hegermny and ascendancy require maintenance to continue, 

and that is what I analyze in this paper. The maintenance of an empire can 

be analyzed in the sarre way because empires cannot afford to always 

threaten or send in troops; even empires require social cooperation. Thirdly, 

when Cho could not be placed outside the U. S. anyrmre, public discourse 

replaced old eugenic racial stereotyping by relying on a new strategy: the 

culturalization and ethnicitation of the Vrrginia Tech shootings. As a result, 

I would also like to contribute to the discussion on racialization and 

culturalization through this paper. In addition, I call our attention into the 

much neglected arena of public policy. 

3) I am s~ng of High Schools such as the rural one my colleague attended in the 
l~' s. in which there were no immigrants or minorities. 



For sorre t:irre, as far as second generation Asian Arrericans are concerned, 

researchers have been preoccupied with the question of adaptation and 

assimilation with a concomitant emphasis on status-attaimrent indicators, 

such as educational and occupational outcorres. Margaret Gibson and Nazli 

Kibria, who did pioneering work on second generation Asian Am2ricans, 

denxmstrated that such Asian Am2ricans accorrnmdate, but without fully 

assimilating into the mainstream Gibson suggests that Punjabi elders have 

rmde a decision not to "assimilate" to Arrerica. But the evidence presented here 

suggests that "to date they have only partly acculturated, trueassimilation 

being largely a decision made by the majority group of a society vis-a-vis 

its minorities."41 In her book, Becoming Asian Arnerimn: Secorui-Creneratian 

07inese and Korean Arnerimn Identities, Kibria examines a variety of 

identity issues armng second generation Chinese and Korean Am2ricans of 

middle-class status. She argues that the Asian Am2riccm exrffience is 

funclarrenta1ly different due to the racialization of Asians as nonwhite. In 

other words, unlike European Am2ricans, Asian Am2ricans are "both racial 

minorities and ethnic Am2ricans."51 Yet, they do appear to be assimilating 

into the mainstream as Asian Am2ricans. 

In the process, few scholars have talked about the dirty little secret about 

middle class assimilation; for non-whites, it does not always prevent racial 

alienation, rage, or depression. According to Lisa Sunhee Park, the previous 

approaches fail to adequately problematize the impacts of inequality, 

4) l\1axine Fisher, (Review of) "Accornmxlation without Assimilation: Sikh Immigrants in 
an Armican High Schools." by Margaret A Gibson. (Ithaca: Olmell University Press. 
Iffill). Amerimn Ethnologist 17' 3 (August 1fR)): 5!15. 

5) Nazli Kibria Bemring Asian ~rimn; Seam Generatirn ilinese and Korean Arr~ricuJl 
Icknlities. (Baltimore I1f1[] London: The Johns Hopkins University. Lm2). 3. 
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especially racism, on second generation, middle-class Asian Anfficans. Also 

underlooked, are the everyday barriers to social citizenship and inclusion that 

prevent second generation Arrericans of non-Western origin, from laying 

easy claim to "Arrericarmess" regardless of how successful or culturally 

acculturated they are. lisa Sunhee Park's attention to social citizenship and 

its racialized undertones that deny inclusion to non-white groups is most 

pertinent to this essay. She asserts that by consuming status-laden objects, 

Asian Arrericans, or the children of Korean and Chinese entrepreneurs in 

this case, can absorb their "otherness" and recast themselves as part of the 

"nomJal" mainstream of Arrerican consurrmsm 6) As non-whites have been 

excluded from social inclusion in the U. S. in recent years(e.g., voting 

irregularities in the 2(XXJ presidential election, government response to 

victims of Hurricane Katrina, racial profiling of terrorists, anti -immigrant 

policies),7) the racialized meanings of social citizenship is well applicable to 

the case in point. Additionally, partially resonating lisa Park's thesis that 

the children of Korean and Chinese entrepreneurs seek to see and present 

themselves as Arrericans through the products that they consume, gunman 

Cho attempted to create a sense of social belonging in Anffican society by 

consuming Anffican popular culture. 

One of the most updated discussions on the question of citizenship is 

found in Aihwa Ong's book, BuddJu is Hiding: Rtfugees, Qtizenship, the 

New America. Chardcterizing the line of inquiry on the question of citizenship 

6) Lisa Sunhee Park, OJnsuming Citizenship: ili!dren cf Asian Immigrant Entrepreneurs. 
(::,larrford. CA: Startford University Press. :1XEJ. 

7) Karen D. Pyke, (Review of) "Becoming Asian AIrerican: Second Generation Chinese and 
Korean AIrerican Identities," by Nazli Kibria (Baltimore, NID: Johns Hopkins University 
Press), Contemporary Socio!ogy3,:1. (4XJ4) 475 



via exclusion, succession, and difference, she maintains that "scholars have 

rmved inevitably beyond a narrow foclls on citizenship as a set of legal 

rights either you have it or you don't-to a consideration of group 

rrembership that includes a variety of citizens and noncitizens."RI Likewise, 

I am differentiating social citizenship from conventional, legal or political 

citizenship. The following citation shows that there has been extensive 

scholarship on exclusion based on race, class, gender, or culture: 

"Historians have studied how the racial logic that originated in the exclusion 

of Native AIrericans was used to mar!"rinalize generations of African AIrericans 

,md CaIre to sha\XC their race and class lXlsitions on a grid of citizenship. 

Similarly, feminists have argued that lXlOr WOlll'n have long \):en excluded 

from social citizenship because of unequal treatment under the law and eVEn 

by the inadequate protection afforded by the modem welfare state"DI 

The so-called "Asian" has been the site of multiple anxieties that have 

marked this subject as the inscrutable immigrant alien(lmmigration act of 

1924),10) the subhuman rmnster(as embodied by the evil machinations of Fu 

Manchu), or the eerily agreeable "model minority." 

8) Aihwa Ong, Buddha is Hiding: Rfjugees. Citi2enship. the New Amerim (Berkelev. 
Los Angeles. London: University q California Press. ':'{w). 2. 

9) Ong. Hiding: Rfjugees. Qti2enship. the New Amerim. 3 
10) Immigration Act (johnson-Reed Act) restricted all Asians from coming into the United 

States. 
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1. Interpellations of Korean Americans 

So~ Korean Arrericans and also citizens in South Korea thought that it 

was natural reaction for them to relate Cho to themselves as fellow ethnic 

people. In other words, they felt as if they themselves had murdered 

innocent young lives. They also found it natural to apJlogize to Arrericans 

and felt ash~ about being Korean. 

As I recall, the morning of April 16, '2fJJ1, NPR repJrted that 32 people 

had been shot dead by a lone gunman, apparently Asian, on the campus of 

VIrginia Tech. In addition to sadness, fear, and numbness, I was concerned 

about the pJssible racial backlash against all the Asian Arrericans. By 

evening, it was repJrted that the shooter was likely a student from China. 

Other Korean Arrericans later shared that they wished the shooter were not 

Korean. The first New York Times story identifying Cho as the killer called 

him a "South Korean who was a resident alien," just as the pJlice had 

identified Cho as a "South Korean resident, citizen···a legal alien." They 

added that this student might be a foreign exchange student. Moreover, 

pJlice and media made extra efforts to identify his n~ in a Korean, 

un-Arrerican way. I doubted what I heard If he were a foreign student 

from South Korea, 11) where guns are banned, it is unlikely that this student 

would know how to obtain and use a gun. After all, Arrerican public 

discourse promoted by pJlice and media attempted to classify the shooter as 

11) Last year, an estimated m,(XX) South Koreans were enrolled in colleges and tmiversities 
in the United States, fomring one of the largest foreign student corrnntmities, with 
aoout 4ffi South Korean students retXlrtedly enrolled at Vrrginia Tech alone (NIT 
April 17, '2fJJ1). 



foreigner, alien, or terrorist. Ordinarily, he would have been identified as a 

U. S. resident, holding a green card. Since then, the mass rredia continued 

to IU-'I1tion "South Korea," invoking a South Korean connection. For 

instance, when CNN repeatedly covered their screen with"South Korea" in 

big letters, it was imIxlssible for anyone of Korean descent to run away 

from it. CNN showed a Korean immigrant IX>unding his own heart, shouting 

that "I am ashamed about being Korean .. ·." CNN even quickly dispatched 

their foreign corresIX>ndents to India They interviewed those who planned 

on coming to the U. S. to study. Indian students stated that they were not 

discouraged from coming here, despite the gun shooting at a U. S. university. 

This situation is a textbook example of what Louis Althusser coins 

"interpellation" or hailing. Like a man hailed by a IX>lice officer and thereby 

interpellated as an acting subject in the ideological regiIre the officer 

embodies, Koreans here in the U. S. and hOlreland were ideologically hailed 

and transforrrm from individuals to categorical subjects. In the words of 

Althusser, "The hailed individual will turn round By this m~re one-hundred

and-eighty-degree physical conversion, be becorres a subject [original 

emphasis]. Why? Because he recognized that the hail was "really" addressed 

to him, and that "it was really him who was hailed" (and not so~ne elsel. 121 

In this way, Koreans were subject to racialized interpellation. In other 

words, if Cho were a white shooter, his fellow white Americans would not 

have been called UIX>n. In the past, Imst campus shooters were white 

Americans and they were treated as individual human beings. When the 

news first broke, many had imagined the killer as a white male, like Eric 

12) Louis Althusser, "Ideology and the Ideological State i\wlratuses" in Lenin & Philosophy 
and Other Essays. (Monthly Review Press. 1W1 J. 174. 
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Harris and Dylan Kleoold of the 1~ CDlumbine High School massacre in 

CDlorado, TilmthyMcVeigh of the Oklahoma City oombing that killed 1ffi 

people in 1Slli, and numerous other mass murderers in U. S. history. News 

stories never identify white mass murderers or serial killers by race. 

Although sorre talk aoout the rise of a color-blind society, minorities are 

subject to racialization through crirres and violence. Racial minorities such 

as Koreans do not have the luxury to be treated as individuals. Furthermore, 

although he spent two thirds of his life in the u. S., in sorre respects, his 

residency was revoked and he is deported to South Korea. 

Thus, American public discourse promoted by police, media, and later 

politicians succeeded in distancing itself from Cho and in excluding him as 

an "other." For instance, the emphasis on Seung-Hui Cho' s racial identity 

and citizenship status in the New York Times front-page coverage of the 

VIrginia shootings (4/17/00) has no direct relevance to the story and only 

fueled anti-immigrant sentirrent in the U. S. To conservative political 

COIIlIrentator and forrrer presidential advisor, Pat Buchanan, the VIrginia 

Tech massacre was the direct result of the Irrrnigration Act of 1935 and 

Cho's Korean heritage: 

Alrmst no attention has been paid to the fact that Cho Seung-Hui was not 

an AIrerican at all, but an immigrant and alien. Had this deranged young man 

who secretly hated us never COIre here, 32 people would be heading hOIre 

from Blacksburg for surn\rer vacation"t:ll 

13) Patrick]. Buchanan, "The Dark Side of Diversity," http://buchanan.org/blog. Posted: 
May 1, 7JJJ7. 



The fact that :Mr. Cho is singled out is further demmstldted by the online 

timeline of "Major Campus Killings" on NYT's websiteW17/(X)PII Here. 

only :Mr. Cho's racial identity is mentioned, whereas in the case of the 1~ 

Texan gunman and Columbine killings, their racial identity is not mentioned 

because race clearly has nothing to do with this tragedy. Christine Hauser 

states at the beginning of her article that :Mr. Cho is "a resident alien in the 

United States." :Mr. Cho's citizenship status has nothing to do with )-us 

Imtivation for killing other students; there is nothing inherently racial about 

his actions. 1\1r. Cho had lived here for near 15 years. 

In another NYT article WI7/(x)) , Graham Bowley and Maria Newman 

described :Mr. Cho as being "very quiet" and "s~nding his free time playing 

basketball and would not resIX>nd if someone greeted him" Cho's farrrily 

was also said to be "very quite and IX>lite. And always have a smile on their 

face." These descriptions evoke rdcial stereo~s of meek, shy, lonely and 

submissive Asians and only enable outsiders to "other" Mr. Cho, his family, 

and other Asians. Another NYT reporter, .Marc Santora, writes, "He was 

never seen v.~th a girl or v.~th any friends for that matter"WI7/6). This 

commc~nt only serves to support stereo~s of Asian men as being 

effeminate, because :Mr. Cho's lack of girlfriends has no direct relevance to 

the killing. Furthermore, Christine Hauser contradicts this statement by 

reporting that :Mr. Cho searched for his ex-girlfriend. 

Bowley and Newman also note how important it is for South Koreans to 

study in the U. S.. encouraging stereo~s of studious, but socially inept 

Asian students who reap the benefits of American urriversities, but give 

14) I cun indebted to Rebekah Park for providing research assistance. as far as this portion 
is concerned. 
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little in return. The NYT {XJsted an article online from Reuters(4/17/00) 

alleging that "Mr. Cho wrote a note railing against "rich kids" and 

"debauchery" implying that "Mr. Cho was an ungrateful immigrant who 

became frustrated with Arrerican culture. For a leading newspaper, it is 

im{XJrtant to re{XJrt relevant facts, rather than deepen racial stereotypes and 

spur anti-immigrant sentiment. 

The Arrerican media was also preoccupied with analyzing Cho's 

individual traits and mindset. The question asked was, "What drove this 

young man to snap and kill?" Particular attention was paid to the two 

stalking incidents against two females in 2005, two short plays he wrote for 

a class, and a court ordered mental evaluation. In a CNN program, one 

psychologist suggested that Cho may have been suffering from a latent 

homosexuality. The conclusion was that Cho was a deranged individual and 

improverrent in campus security, for prevention, was suggested. The 

problem with this focus is that "an individual does not operate in a vacuum 

but in an environment that offers opportunities and inspirations"Ei) 

The media not only reinforced stereotypes of Asians as "eternal foreigners," 

rather than showing them as Americans or even as individual human beings, 

but also exploited old, eugenic, racial stereotypes of Asians as inscrutable 

nerds-cold, robotic, friendless, cruel, and weird. They would talk about how 

Asian males presumably have fragile "egos" and, therefore, are culturally 

prone to engage in kamikaze style violence. These statements will be 

embedded along with other racist ideas about Japanese military fighters 

during WWII or the Viet Cong the crazy, calculating, and hidden Asian man 

15) Roberto Hong, "Beyond AjxJlogy and Seung-hui Cho," AsianWeek (May 11. .axm. 



who will fight to the death over presumably nothing. 

2. South Korean Reaaion 

As soon as the shooter was !mown to be a South Korecm citizen, reactions 

armng South Koreans ranged from profound personal shame to a fear of 

reprisal. ImrmIiately, South Korean President, Roh Moo-hyun, offered his 

"deep condolences to bereaved family Irr'mbers and wished quick recovery of 

injured people." The President planned on dispatching a high-level diplomat 

to flmerals of the victims of this violent criIrr', but failed, wanting better 

diplomacy.l61 

Culturally, Koreans have a strong sense of collective identity both in 

happiness and in suffering.17I Korean cultural nationalism or a heightened 

sense of having one "blood" or a singular ethno-national identity, reinforced 

through a long history of foreign invasion and occupation, has led to a 

hypersensitivity about foreign perceptions. 

However, when Anfficans appeared to be a bit puzzled over Korean 

reactions to the Vrrginia Tech shootings, especially overapologies, netizens 

in South Korea. or citizens on the cyberspace, started to debate on whether 

Cho can be considered a Korean or not. Initially, many thought that he was 

16} The U. S. gOVerTllTfflt cle::lined the South Korean gOVerTllTfflt's offer, since this shmting 

was a dorrestic matter. 
17} See Gi-wmk Shin, "Korea faces challenges of multiethnic society," The Korea Herald 

(July 16, '2fJJ1). He argues that this mcident well illustrates Korea's psyche (i.e., deeply 
rmted ethnic national identity). 
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a Korean, since he was born to parents of Korean descent, reflecting a 

Korean system of nationality attribution, jus sanguinis, as well as Korean 

ideology of racial/ethnic hOImgeneity. If he were still a Korean, he would be 

eXlEted to speak Korean and to practice Korean culture no matter where he 

lives. Others minted out that he is no longer Korean, but an American, 

since he left Korea at the age of 8. Apparently, he did not speak Korean 

well nor had he ever been back to South Korea. Moreover, others still 

debated eho's citizenship and legal status. In other words, if he obtained 

permanent residency in the u. S., he should be treated as such. They were 

sensitive to the increasing demand made by Korean Americans to grant 

double citizenship, without fulfilling imrnrtant duties such as military service 

and tax pay. However, they are not aware that in the U. S. even if you 

were born here and are, therefore, a U. S. citizen, not everyone is treated the 

same way. For instance, Asian immigrants were not eligible to qualify for 

U. S. citizenship until the 1940s and ;j)s.18J Racial minorities often end up 

with partial, racialized citizenship, despite having citizenship in the legal 

sense. Netizens also lack an understanding of the hybrid or negotiated 

nature of identity formation in the current transnational and globalized 

context. In other words, they are under the belief that one has only one 

racial/ethnic identity, therefore one is either Korean or American. 

It was a 1.5 generation Korean American, who was born in Korea, but 

18) In 1943, the Magnuson Act Resumption of naturalization rights was granted to Chinese 
Arrericans and immigration was [£rmitted from China In 1946, the Luce~Celler Act 
Resumption of naturalization rights was granted to Indian Americans and Filipino 
Americans. Token immigration was allowed with a quota was set at 100 [£r year from 
India and 100 per year from the Philippines. In 1947, citizenship was restored to SOtre 

Japanese Arrericans who had renounced it. 



immigrated to the U. S. at an early age that unleashed the fusillade of ten-or 

at VIrginia Tech.19) Biculturalism and multiculturalism, colored by as~ts of 

"double consciousness," are the J1X)st significant criteria in defining 1.5 

generation Korean Arrericans. Kyeyoung Park argues that such high level of 

valorization of the term "lEer" has much to do with the IXllitical eA-pectations 

within the Korean American community for l.5ers to be "bridge builders.":?O) 

However, some l.5ers sometim:~s feel ostracized by second generation 

Koreans or American peers who ICXlk down on their IXJOrer English skills. At 

the same time, they do not feel fully accepted by first generation Koreans 

for the opposite reason: having IXJOr Korean skills or manners. Some wonder 

whether the strains that accompany trying to straddle two cultures mw 
have contributed to Cho' s psychological deterioration. However, there is little 

evidence that Cho struggled with conflicted loyalties at all. He seemed to 

know who he was. Cho might have become J1X)re alienated via such things 

as violent J1X)vies that often revolve around loners. 

Not only lacking critical understanding of the racialized nature of 

citizenship and residency, citizens in South Korea are also unaware of what 

is going on among Asian/Korean Americans who were born or grew up 

here in the lJ. S. For instance. Pyong Gap Min reported that second 

generation Korean adolescents are highly assimilated cultumlly, but strongly 

attached to their ethnic comnunity in terms of their friendship patterns and 

identity.21 i As for Cho, he did not seem to belong to the Korean Americcm 

19) In this essay, I am using the term, l.G generation arr:l the 2nd generation interchangeably, 

ITEming the children of the iirst generation inrnigrants. 
20) Kyeyoung Park. "'I Really Th Feel I'm 1.51': the Construction of Self and Community 

by Young Korean Americans," Amerasia Jourml 25: I (l~): 139-164. 
21) Joann Hong and Pyong Gap Mn, "Ethnic Attachment among Second Generation 
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community, either. He was deeply involved in Arrerican ~pular culture. He 

might have been desperately looking for a place to belong to. Cho's notes 

left a hint that white supremacy and racism, still a phenorrenon in sorre 

quarters of our society, may have contributed to his extrerre crirre of hatred. 

When they found that their ~logies were received as an over-action or 

seen as inappropriate, Koreans did sorre soul searching. Sorre wanted to 

understand this awkward situation as a matter of rnxlemity and premxlemity, 

as well as that of Western and Eastern differences. For instance, they 

noticed that western countries, such as the U. S., had gone through a kind 

of ~litical individualization while going through industrialization. In other 

words, many Koreans thought it may be a premxlern or Eastern idea to 

attribute one's individual mistakes to the entire society. In their self-criticism, 

they wondered whether their fear for the U. S. caused their collective 

a~logies. In the past, the U. S. kept South Korea from invasions from 

North Korea. In the current, ~st-cold war era, the U.S. has continued to 

play a critical role in keeping South Korean economy afloat. Sorre Koreans 

speculate whether the Virginia Tech shootings may cause damage to 

well-cultivated U. S'/South Korea relations and alliances. 

3. Korean American Community Reaction 

Ordinary Korean immigrants and Korean Arrerican community leaders 

were devastated with the tragedy. Not only did they express their condolences 

Korean Adolescents,' Amerasia Journal 25:1 WHl), 165-181. 



at the loss of lives at Vrrginia Tech, but they also took it UIX>n themselves 

to aIX>logize for the actions of gunman Seung-hui Cho, citing a sense of 

collective guilt and sham:: simply by virtue of a shirred ethnicity. For 

instance, the Washington PostU\pril 20, 2(JJ7) reIX>rted that Washington 

state Senator, Paul Shin, issued an emotional aIX>logy for Cho's actions to 

fellow lawmakers and staff, and he cited American sacrifices for South 

Korea during the Korean War. News reIX>rts also indicate that several 

Kore1lI1s have approached IX>lice stations throughout the nation, aIX>logizing. 

According to the Los Angeles Times(April 18, 2(JJ7), community leader 

and president of the nonprofit Korean Arrmcan Foundation of Los Angeles, 

Pyong Yong Min, wept while stating, "first, I cried for the families of the 

victims, then I cried for U. S.-Korea relations. Then, I thought why must 

we the Korean people, who have been such close allies of America for so 

long have this burden on our hands?" Min lamented that "[theJ image of 

Koreans aren't very good," referring also to North Korean leader Kim 

long-no At a prayer service, Rev. D::)ng Sun Lim, founding pastor of the 

Oriental Mission Church, one of the largest Korean American churches in 

Southern California, went fwther by saying, "All Koreans in South Korea as 

well as here must bow their heads and aIX>logize to the [mple of America." 

He went on to say, "Yesterday [April 16J was the most shameful and tragic 

day in the UX)-year history of Korean immigration to the United States. All 

we can do is to pray." The Korean Arrmcan Coalition, a national civic 

organization, set up a fund-raising campaign to deliver money to Virginia 

Tech. This collective sense of sorrow and pertinence can also be seen in 

comments by South Korean ambassador to the United States. VVhen he 

attended a candle light vigil attended by fiX}-ffi) Korean Arrericans living in 
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the region, he could not stop sobbing and instantly suggested that Koreans 

in the U.S. fast for 32 days one day for each victim However, it was seen 

inappropriate for the Korean ambassador to the United States to apologize 

on behalf of Korean Americans and to speak of the need to work towards 

being accepted as a "worthwhile minority" in this nation (Washington Post, 

April 20, '2JJJ1). While the Korean ambassador represents the interests of 

Korean nationals in the United States, and the interests of the republic of 

Korea, he does not speak for naturalized Koreans here. 

An old tiIrer, first generation Korean immigrant shared his take on the 

Virginia Tech shooting in the following way: 

"It is W1believable how a youngster from our own culture where peace and 

humanity are of primaIy value, could cause this tremendous damage to the 

image of our people" ·the Korean diasporas in this COW1try, who have worked 

hard bending over backwards and made a bit of beachhead of settlerrent in 

this COW1try over a short span of the last 30 to 40 years, felt as if they saw 

their world tumbling down like the World Trade Center in New York on that 

tragic day of 9/11···.1. as an immigrant myself, would like to take a chance to 

extend my sincere condolences. and a word of consolation and apology to the 

families of the young victims, their friends and the AIrerican people in 

general. "?? I 

However, he is critical of Arrerican culture and society: 

In fact, he might have wanted to be a 'hero' of violence himself a reflection 

22) Harry Surnnyung Lee, Editor, 'Ron~ is on Fire," SNUAA-USA News (Seoul National 
University Alurrmi Association (April, '2fJJl), 6. 



of the Arrerican culture of violence, which finds its ejaculation turning Iraq 

and Afghanistan into killing fields. Hundreds of thousands Arrerican soldiers 

whose primary mission is to keep ~ce of the world are llXlbilized to kill 

thousands upon thousands of innocent IHlple, and llXlst of IHlple in this 

country accept it in a daily routine the pang of conscience because the victims 

are 'pagan.' 

He is equally critical of the Korean American community: 

"[W]hen the Korean community, lost in materialism, tums its face from 

social injustices abundant within, it is llXlst probable that an endless supply of 

a Cho and his ilk could be produced." 

~1any Korean immigrant parents readily admitted that they have not paid 

sufficient attention to their children's spiritual education, {xysonality and 

character formation, or their contribution to U.S. society. More imjxJrtantly, 

they beeam:' CTItical of the Korean American church focus on overseas 

missionary work, while neglecting the well-being of second generation Korean 

Amcl1cans. 

Other Korean Arrericans were confused, without knowing what to do. 

Some even suggested that the best thing to do, at this IX}int, is for Korem 

Anrricans to keep a low profile. Others recalled age-olel wisdom that the 

only way for Korean Arrericans to be redeemed ~ill be through hard work, 

so that they can regain their bust. Still, others suggested that Korem 

Arrericans should participate actively in all kinds of volunteering such as 

charity work, cleaning parks, beaches, or streets. Some suggested that 

Komm Americans pay more attention to other communities. 
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As repJrted in the rm:Iia, Korean Arrericans were worried about pJssible 

racial and ethnic backlash associated with the Virginia Tech shootings. It 

reminded them of the 1m2 Los Angeles civil unrest where many Korean 

owned stores were targeted and burned down. An incident which led to the 

targeting of Korean owned businesses during the Los Angeles civil unrest of 

1m2 revolves around a Korean grocer who killed an African American 

teenager over a dispute over shoplifting. The lenient sentence that the 

Korean grocer received angered African Americans and apparently led to 

looting and burning of Korean owned stores during the civil unrest. 

Although the imrm:Iiate cause was the white pJlice officers' beating of 

black motorist, Rodney King, the way the rm:Iia pJrtrayed Black/Korean 

tension and the Du/Harlins incident made it seem like Koreans caused the 

beating of Rodney King. 

Although it was little known to the public, different segments of the 

Korean Arrerican pJpulation respJnded to the Vrrginia Tech tragedy in 

different ways. As I mentioned earlier, it was mostly first generation Korean 

immigrants who readily identified themselves \\lith Cho and offered apJlogies 

to Americans. This was less so among their children's generation, who were 

either born or grew up in the U. S. The latter were upset that some 

m:mbers of their community were accepting this as collective guilt. Adrian 

Hong was able to articulate such rx;rsrective eSpJused by the children of 

Korean immigrants: 

Korean Americans do not need to aj:X)logize for what happened Monday 

[April 16]. All of us, as fellow Americans, feel tremendous sorrow and grief at 

the carnage. Our community, as it should, has expressed solidarity with and 



sent condolences to the victims, and as AIrericans, Koreans certJinly should 

take part in the healing process. 

But the actions of Cho Seung Hui are no nue d1e fault of Korean 

AIrericans than the actions of the Washington area snilX'rs were the fault of 

African AImicans. Just as those criJres were committed by deranged individuals 

acting on their ovvn initiative, and not because of any ethnic gI1eVanCe or 

agenda, these were isolated acts by an individual, not a reflection of a 

community···. 

The Korean c1ain1 to guilt and shan1e on behalf of Cho Seung Hui IS 

well-intentioned but misguided. We are AIrericans first. While we share ,ill 

affinity with Korea and appreciate and reslX'Ct Korean culture, at the end of 

the day we are AIrericans. Our president is in the White House, not in the 

Blue House. And our response to this crisis should be as AIrericcms, not as 

Koreans. :':i} 

Points of view still varied arrnng these young generation Korean Arrericcms. 

Sorre could easily identify themselves with Cho, who reminded themselves 

of their own traumatic, racialized growing-up experiences. 

It is not unusual to see young Korean! Asian Alrerican men who are 

quiet, shy, lonely, and growing up in the suburbs turn to pJpular music or 

computer games. Besides, since Korean immigrants ovm a fairly gcxd 

number of dry cleaning businesses, Korean Alrericcm children ccm relate 

themselves to Cho, whose parents ran a dry cleaner. Some questioned the 

media pJrtrayals of him as "alien" and "non-hUil1an." Since the media never 

let them forget their race and ethnicity, they have no choice but to claim 

him and the crirrYc he cormnitted: "As Korean Alrericcms, we share ownership 

23) Adrian Hong, "Koreans aren't to Blan1e," Washinf,[ton Post (April 20, ?fJJ7). 
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of this tragedy, the problems it revealed and their potential solutions, just 

like every other Americans should"24I 

Others refused to relate themselves to Cho. One ~rson stated, Tho 

represents the serial killers of America's past, not Koreans in South Korea 

or Korean Americans here." Another one added, "The guy just haIJrffied to 

be Korean bom." They did not see anything in comrmn with Cho and were 

deeply resentful of being lU111IEi together with a gunman and be further 

ex~ted to apologize to the public, just because of shared ethnicity. In past 

school-related massacres, where the majority of campus gunmen have been 

white, they do not recall receiving any apologies from white Americans. 

Furthermore, Korean American apologies were not understood well dueto 

language and cultural barriers. The meaning and practice of an apology 

varies in different cultures. In the U. S., where an individual is separate and 

autonormus, one is ex~ted to apologize to a s~ific individual whom you 

have done harm, which is not the case in Korean culture. 

Sorre Arrericans were genuinely impressed with the way Korean Arrericans 

apologized. They were intrigued with the different and exotic ways in which 

Korean Americans offered their apologies. Other minority communities could 

understand well why Korean Americans apologized. As Andrew Nam aptly 

put, "an Anglo shooter may be an individual, a loner, but God forbid if a 

~rson of color goes on a shooting rampage. His whole tribe would be 

implicated"2:JI To be a minority in America, even in the 21st century, is to 

be always on trial. An evil act by one indicts the entire community. 

24) Julie Ha, "All of Us Own 'This Tragedy." KoreAm Jowrol 18: 5 (May, '2fff1). 65. 
25) Andrew Nam, "Let it Be Some Other 'Asian,'" New Ameriam Media. posted' April 17, 

'2fff1. 



Whoever doubts this need only look at the spike in hate crllreS against 

Muslims and South Asian communities after 9/1l. 

However, the sense of shock and shame that has engulfed the Korean 

Armi.can community in the wake of the murderous Virginia Tech rampage 

may seem overdone to some pecple. Still others, with ethno-centric attitude, 

were puzzled and increasingly uncomfortable ~~th this Korean Arrerican 

reaction. How can Korean Arrericans or pecple in South Korea be legally or 

morally responsible for someone that they did not know? Korean Armi.can 

response prompted confusion, even derision for some pecple. John Kobyit of 

"the John & Ken Show" on KFI-AM (640) poked fun at Korean Arrericans' 

self-blame, aCCllsing them of "playing the race card", Now look who's 

stereotyping"(Los Angeles Times April 19, '2JJJ1). Finally, some demanded to 

stop any more apologies. 

The "distancing" attitude promoted by the mass media against Cho and 

Korean Arrerican culture, affected the way Arrerican public discourse 

portrayed Korean Arrericans in the wake of the Virginia Tech shootings: 

from racializing to ethnicizing, culturalizing, or pathologizing the Korean 

American community or fannily. It took exactly one week or so for the 

American media to rediscover Cho as Made in America, not as Made in 

Korea. Around this time, interest in stories about the VIrginia Tech shootings 

dwindled abruptly. 

4. New Developments 

Nobody knows all the reasons why any news media or other stories 
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regarding the VIrginia Tech shooting suddenly vanished. Partly, I would like 

to give sorre credit to intervention made by sorre Korean Arrericans. This 

compares favorably with the 1ffi2 Los Angeles civil unrest, 15 years ago. A 

few Korean Arrericans made a !Xlint that it is unfair to overly emphasize 

the raciaVethnic origin of the shooter. Most campus shootings have been 

committed by white Arrerican rren and their white Arrerican ethnic origin 

was never made to be an issue. More importantly, an increasing number of 

people questioned the !Xlrtrayal of the gunman as Korean product. Although 

he was born in South Korea, he left at the age of 8. He spent the bulk of 

his life, 15 years out of 22 in the U. S. He basically grew up in a 

middle-class suburb and was educated in the U. S. Los Angeles Tirres 

colunmist, Gregory Rodriguez (April 23, '2fJJ7) made the important correction 

that "he [Cho] was an 'us,' not a 'them"': 

Last week, the jXlint of origin was South Korea, and Seung-hui Cho's 

ethnic "brothers" in Asia and the U. S. grappled with their relationship to him. 

Of course, a murderer's ethnic, religious or racial background is relevant 

only if he is acting on v.1"lat he thinks is a tribal irnI:erative"·. 

Here in the U. S., Korean furerican organizations issued cravenly 

self-serving condolence staterrents to the victims of the massacre. In a news 

release, one organization promised that "the Korean furerican community will 

join the efforts of others in tackling the root causes of these senseless school 

shootings that continue to endanger our children and young adults,,·. 

But the truth is that Cho was an furerican kid. He had lived in the United 

States since he was 8, and he was clearly imtrersed in the dark side of U. S. 

popular culture. In his video ramblings, he compared himself to the Columbine 

killers: he sjXlke English-major English,,·. 



His horrific criJres are not a reflection on Korean r:eople immigrants or 

Korean Arrericans but rather on the state of our cities, ca:npuses, counties ,md 

country. We all were, and are, his keepers. 

By then, the mass rm:lia was heavily criticized for shamelessly exploiting 

the video ta~s which were produced by the gunman. NBC's decision to 

broadcast lXlrtions of Seung-hui Cho' s angry rants triggered a storm of 

condemnation from viewers ,md victims' relatives, illuminating the treacherous 

middle ground between eXfXlsure and exploitation in a fast-ll)ving news 

cycle. Gradually, the rm:lia tried to refrain from unnecessarily stressing the 

ethnic origin of the gumrnn. At this (Xlint, coverage on the Virginia Tech 

shootings virtually disaIJlXlli'ed. 

Outside the U. S., foreign rm:lia, and in particular lXlliticians, indicted the 

American cultural ideology of gunnism They could not understand why 

Americans still hold on to this culture of the bygone em While there ~~ll 

always be rrentally ill people, few of whom are violent, it is our gun-centered 

cultural diseases that converts rrental illness into mas~aCTe. Ell)tions of 

extrerre attachment to and even sacralization of guns ~rvade American 

society, and commercial interests sharrelessly manipulate those ell)tions to 

produce ~dly self-destructive lXllicies. Focusing on indi,~dual traits would 

have told us nothing about how to construct lXllicies to prevent such 

shootings from ha~ning in the future. 

If it is so easy and completely legal for a rrentally ill person like Cho, to 

obtain a gun, nobody can guarantee that this will not hap~n again. 

According to The Economist(ApJil 21, 2007), there are sorre 240 million 

guns in America, where ll)re them a third of adults own handguns. Son~ 
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14,crn routine killings were committed in 2005 with guns, 16,crn suicides by 

fireann and ffi) fatal accidents (2004 figures). :More Arrericans have died by 

American gunfire than have perished on foreign battlefields in the whole of 

the 20th century. 

Many Korean Arrericans have assunro that there will be plenty of r:nlicy 

debate on gun control and that rruch will be done. For instance, sorre 

democrats such as Senator Dianne Feinstein of California called for tighter 

gun control. But most r:nliticians have shown little enthusiasm for this idea 

President George Bush said that "now is not the titre to do the debate [on 

gun control)." 

As Alex de Tocqueville observed, "the Arrerican character had been 

forged on the frontier"(Newsweek April 30, '2fJJ7). Far from civilization and 

the reach of laws, we created the cult of the rugged individual who took 

justice into his 0\\'11 laws, as written in the second arrendrrent: "A well 

regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of 

the People to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." The United States 

sells more guns and Arrericans own more than anywhere else in the world. 

Not surprisingly, we also have the highest fireann death rate armng 

industrialized nations. 

In the 1ffi:ls, the Thmocrats tried to iITJIXlse modest gun control. For 

example, in 1ffi4, President Bill Clinton approved a bill banning assault 

wear:nns(covering semi-automatic rifles plus high-capacity magazines for 

handguns). The year before that, he approved a bill iITJIXlsing a requirerrent 

for background checks. But since Thmocrats lost the presidency in 2(XX), 

President Bush allowed the assault wear:nns ban to lapse in 2004. Only a 

third of Arrerican households now have guns, down from 54% in 1977. Poll 



after lXlll, a clear majority has sUPlXlrted the idea of tightening controls on 

guns. However, very few Arrericans SllPIX>rt a complete ban, even of handguns. 

The NRA treats any curb on gun rights as a first step towards complete 

disarmament. Without their 240 million guns, it argues, Arrericans will be 

defenseless not only against criminals but also against tyranny.2GI Many 

people feel that they need to be able to protect themselves from violence 

prevalent in the U. S, which was expressed even in the wake of the VIrginia 

Tech tragedy. 

TIle assault-wealXlns ban should be renewed.27 ! Major newspapers such 

as i\TI and LAT wrote their editorial on the lack of lXllitical will to do 

anything about gun control. According to The Economist, the only exception 

is Michael Bloomberg, the mayor of New York, who has put together a 

coalition of no fewer than 180 mayors to fight for gun control(April ;~1, 

2('fJ1). 

Fortunately, there has been m)re discussion on the provision of rrental 

health services. Although we do not to know what extent eho suffered from 

rrental illness, he received an official note, requiring voluntary treatment. 

Given the eno[ffi)US stigma attached to rrental illness within the Korean! 

Asian Arrerican community, this was much needed. There were workshops 

26) The NRA draws on history to sUPlXlrt its arguments. Tbe first European settlers 
conquered Arrerica v.~th guns, British soldiers tried to confi scate them, but the 
Arrericans revolted and shot off the sU~flXlwer' s yoke (Econnrnist April 21, 2(1)7). 

27) No civilian needs an AK -47 for a legitimate PUflXlse, but you Gill buy one online for 
1w.m. The Economist recoIllID2nds the following: mandatory fitting of child-proof 
locks to improve gun safety. Also recommended are: a system of registration for guns 
and gun -owners. cmling-off periods, a much rmre open flow of intelligence, tighter 
rules on the trading of guns, and a wider blacklist of those ineligible to buy them 
(April 21, 'JJJ1). 
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and seminars to address how to seek treatrrent for any Irental illness, which 

were well attended within the Korean Arrerican community. However, public 

discussion has also been a bit misleading, as if services are available to 

everybody. To make matters worse, at 52 ~rcent, Korean Arrericans have 

the highest uninsured rate armng all ethnicities. And according to the 

Surgeon General, nearly one out of two APIs will have difficulty accessing 

Irental health treatIrent because they are lirnited-English-proficient or 

cannot find services that accorrmxlate their language.28) 

5. Living Legacy 

As discussed above, it was pJsitive that we were able to pay rmre 

attention to the provision of Irental health services. However, one unfortunate 

consequence was to generalize all rrentaliy ill ~ple as violent: whether 

they are slightly depressed or psychotic. As Anuradha Gupta warns us, 

"Cho r 
S Irental illness is just one of the many issues in the terrible tragedy 

in Vrrginia But rmst types of Irental illness do not have a cOll).xment of 

psychosis. In fact, rrrny rxwle with psychosis are rehabilitated with m:dication, 

counseling and rmnitoring and never turn violent"(Time International/Asia 

Edition) 1(1):19 eMay 21, '2ffJ7), 8. 

It is good that rmre journalistic repJrts have been made regarding the 

stigma attached to Irental illness within Asian Arrerican community. Now 

28) Jason Jaewon Lee, "Breaking the Silence: Mental Health in the API comrmmity must 
be addressed," KoreAm Jourml 18: 5 (May, '2fJJ7), 62. 



we can put the mxlel minority thesis to rest. In other words, previous to 

this tragic incident, the Asian ArreriCCU1 community was perceived as having 

a low rate of rrmtal illness, therefore failing to attract any serious attention 

to related issues. In regards to mental health issues in the wake of the 

Virginia Tech sla)~ngs, Sharon Law, an Asian American psychotherapist 

wrote a letter to the Los Angeles Times, echoing the nl'cessity to reach out 

to the Asian Arrerican community: 

As an Asian AmeriGm psychotherapist, the tragedy in Yirginia has alelted 

me to the challenges in reaching out to the Asian American population, which 

tends to be underserved in my experience···. 

Asian Americans can be paltil1.uarly vulnerable to isolation by the dominant 

culture because of their different physical features and languages. Also, 

because of xenophobia" ..(Los Angeles Times, April 24, :zrXf1) 

Others wondered how {:Dverty and urrfamiliarity \!lith mental health 

services might inhibit a family's ability to deal with mental illness. 

While it was much needed to publicize mental health problems within the 

Korean/Asian American community, at some {:Dint it was unclear whether 

media reI))rts try to address problems or to perpetuate negative stereoty~s. 

NYT (April 19, '2fJJ7) quoted a recent study financed by the National 

Institute of Mental Health ",,'here it was found that Asian Americans are less 

likely to seek care for mental health problems than other groups. The study, 

which sampled 2,ffiS Asiarl-Am~ricans of various backj~ounds, concluded 

that Asians born in the United States and those who immigrated as children 

had higher rates of mental disorders, especially depressior~ than Asians who 
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imnigrated to the United States as adults. However, the same is true of 

other immigrant groups such as the Latino community. 

Similarly, CNN reported that Asian Arrerican worren, ages 15-24, show 

the highest rate of suicide armng women of any race or ethnicity for that 

age group. Experts cited "rmdel minority" expectations and family pressures 

as factors.~9) NYT(May 23, 2fJJ1) had an article reporting that South Korea 

has a higher suicide rate than the U. S., according to figures released by the 

OECD(the Organization for Economic Cooperation and !kveloprrent). 

Not all of such reports are without certain validity, but why now? In 

connection with the May being Asian Pacific Arrerican heritage month, 

there were also nurrerous reports on Asian Arrericans and Education. When 

I was approached for the interview on Korean Arrericans and IVY League 

Universities, I had to check before the interview whether this would be in 

conjunction with the VIrginia Tech shootings}OJ Just because his sister 

attended Princeton while Cho attended Virginia Tech, it was speculated 

whether he was not treated as well by his parents. We do not have clear 

evidence speaking to any school-related favoritism by his parents. 

The rredia insinuated that the "cultural' aspect of Cho's background has 

sorre role in leading to his violent mass murderer tendencies. Reporters tried 

to find out more about Korean culture, history and imnigration as if there 

is sorrething in there to be blarred. In responding to the Los Angeles Times 

article(April 22, 2fJJ1), "Bright daughter, brooding son: enigma in the Cho 

29) "Push to achieve tied to suicide in Asian American women" CNNcom Posted: l\1ay 
16. '2fJJ1. 

30) l\1any Korean American parents and children highly res{X'd: the best schools, such as 
IVY leagues, but not as much as before. 



Household" Elayne Rodriguez, a teacher, wrote: 

TIns article presents a narrow view of a complicated societal issue, It 

apjXNS to bl~ Seung-hui Cho's family and clllture for the killings at 

\'irginia Tech"', 

I think we need to wait for rmre facts before we start blaming the Cho 

family or the sexism in Korean culture for Cho's acts, Obviously he was 

deeply ill and deranged" ',w 

r\fter so many relXlrts on Asian Arrerican issues, but always sr-essing 

the cultural gap in the Asian Arrerican culture from the mainstream society, 

it aPl:x23rS that we have fetishized and reified aspects of Asian Arrerican 

culture, For instance, CNN had a special program based on a series of 

interviews on Asian American issues conducted by Yul Kwon, winner of 

last year's television contest "Survivor" and a lawyer, One was about the 

glass ceiling. IX:spite its title, the focus was on the Asian Arrerican culture, 

again. They wanted to provide an explanation of why less than 1% of Asi.an 

Americans are CEOs, while nne than ~% are college educated. Their 

ansv,'er lies in the unbridgeable cultural divide between Asian Arrericcms 

and the mainstream Their interviewees were the US. lXlm Asian 

Americans and they listed such cultural characteristics: Asian Arrericans 

rarely ask for their prOimtion, they avoid risk taking, they rarely challenge 

authority. etc. To put it simply, the problem lies \\'ith Asian Arrericans and 

their culture, not with the system Of course, this is not the frrst tine that 

Asian American cultural differences have been noted. However, such 

:) 1) letter. Los Angeles Times. April ~~4, ?fJJ7. 
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colTll'D2nts are reflective of the notion of "cultural racism" which has been 

r~rted in many EuroJRUl countries. There, irrmigrants, rmstly from Muslim, 

African or l'v1iddle Eastern countries are seen as too different from the host 

countries in terms of culture and, therefore, they need to be distanced. 

Overall, in the wake of the Vrrginia Tech shootings, our public debate 

focused on individual or personality factors of the gunman, Cho, and on 

Korean American ethnicity, culture, or family. This is in contrast to the 

previous campus shootings involving white Almican men. We did not delve 

into "whiteness." In this way, we were greatly distracted from societal 

factors. We failed to prevent, unfortunately, any similar campus shootings, in 

the future, involving shooters of different backgrounds. 

Although we have not experienced any organized backlash against Korean 

Almicans, there have been series of isolated cases of anti-Korean sentiments. 

Racist slurs and stereotypes directed at South Korean and Asians appeared 

in online discussion fonuns and popular social networking sites, such as 

Facebookcom According to figures compiled by the Asian Pacific Arr:erican 

Legal Center, since the Vrrginia Tech shooting they have documented 12 

hate crimes against Korean Almicans(Korea Times, May 16, '2[fJ7). Korean 

Almican organizations have reported that some in the corrmunity have had 

their cars egged, been told to go back to where they came from, or been 

spit on by strangers. Authorities in Auburn, Ala, investigated whether an 

assault of an 18-year-old Korean student by four white males at Auburn 

University was a hate crime in retaliation for the Vrrginia Tech shooting,32) 

Without experiencing organized backlash against Korean Americans, some 

:m Julie Ha, All of Us Own this Tragedy," KoreAm Journal 18: :) (May, 2fJJ7), 64. 



Korean Arrericans find it a blessing to live in this civilized, generous, imd 

benevolent country that is U. S. An educator was deeply impressed vvith an 

affectionate writing dedicated to the gurmm, Cho: "I am sorry that I couldn't 

be a friend to you." In addition, some Asian Americans remember receiving 

comfort from their fellow American co-workers. A writer concluded that, 

"Through this terrible incident, I came to witness that the U. S. is indeed a 

big country, with big heart"(Korea Times Los Angeles May 2, '2fJJ7). TIley 

compared this calm and civilized reaction with the massacre of Koreans ,md 

Chinese in the aftermath of the Great Kanto [Japan] Earthquake of 1sr23. 

The Christian Science Monitor (April 19, '2fJJ7) reported from Seoul, South 

Korea that many people appreciated the lack of anti -Korean feelings among 

Arrericans. A Korean student 'kno has been studying at Virginia Tech since 

2005 stated, "My Caucasian friend was shocked at first to learn that it was 

a Korean, but he instead wanted to protect and take care of us." Several 

people lamented that had an American student living in South Korea killed 

32 people, American expatriates would face serious reprisals: "In addition to 

the groundswell of anti-American activism during negotiations for 1he 

recently signed free trade agreement between the U. S. and South Korea, the 

country also saw a protracted uproar after American solider hit and killed 

two young girls while driving a convoy in June 2002." However, those two 

cases are not comparable to each other. Cho was a severely mentally ill 

person, whereas those Arrerie<ms belong to the U. S. army. More 

importantly, in South Korea it was a turning point in critically examining 

the hegermnic role of the U. S in South Korea. For the first time, Koreans 

were able to problematize the U. S. aImy stationed in South Korea, despite 

accwnulated cases of their violent cTimes against civiliarls. 
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6. Where Do We Go From Here? 

In brief, social citizenship for gunman, Cho, did not exist. Although he 

established his legal residency and lived two thirds of his short life here, it 

is as if he never existed in the U. S. Being a true "Citizen" or "Arrerican" 

in the U. S. connotes whiteness, which rmms that regardless of legal 

citizenship, racial minorities will always be seen by some as less than full 

citizens. 

If citizenship is defined as a bundle of rights and duties the state confers 

upon individuals, but with a boundary which separates the included from the 

excluded, then one can conclude that state power (which is represented by 

the media, police, and politicians) stripped Cho and other Asian Arrericans of 

any rights or humanity. As for an implicit contract between immigrants and 

the states in which their labor is employed, Susan Bibler Coutin asserted: 

When migrants contribute to a society through their labor, the society 

incurs certain obligations to the migrants, including the obligation to recognize 

them as full social and legal ~rsons. Through various forms of social 

participation(going to school, forming a family, obtaining an address, working), 

migrants "imitate citizens" and thus act on the rights that this implied contract 

promises.33 ) 

Regardless of his citizenship status, Cho lived pretty much as an Arrerican. 

He went to school here and even invested in the sensationalistic, expressive 

33) Susan Bibler Coutin, "Cultural logics of belonging and rmverrent: Transnationalism, 
naturalization, and U.S. irrrrnigration lXllitics," Amen"aJJl Ethnologist :J): 4 (:JJJ3), 58. 



IXlpular culture via rmlia, \\~thout establishing numingful social relationships. 

According to Chikako Kashiwazaki, the settlem;nt of irrnnigrants and 

their families in Western European countries led to the extension of a range 

of "IXUtial" citizenship rights to resident aliens. This new group of non-citizens, 

or "denizens", has permanent resident status and enjoys extensive civil and 

social citizenship rights.J1 ) In Cho's case, the U S. goes against incofjX)rating 

"partial" citizen or "denizen" status to Cho and other Asian Americans. His 

legal permanent residence was treated as illegal, lm-American, and 

non-human. His social citizenship and the public discourges on the Virginia 

Tech shootings have much to do ~th the U S. foreign intervention in 

Korea and have been shaped by and large, by as~trical relationship 

between the US. and South/North Korea. Cho reminded som; Americans of 

the raw, reclusive, autistic, cruel, violent and evil North Koreans who killed 

Americans during the Korean War. In the m;antim;, South Koreans were 

seen refol1Tffl over tim;, due to U S. influence. 

On the other hand, South Korean aIXllogies on behalf of Cho and their 

identification ~th Cho, due to comrmn ethnicity, are now critically being 

debated. People wonder how this ~ll affect future U S./South Korea 

relations and alliances. Cho ~ll be talked about as acting "out of character" 

from other "good South Koreans" who com; here to quietly and dutifully 

work towards the American dream. Operating behind the scenes, of course, 

is a diplomatic relationship between the U S. and South Korea forged 

through bombs and military zones dwing the Korean War and expressed 

34) Chikako Kashiwazaki "The Politics of Legal Status; the equation of nationality with 

ethnonational identity," in Koreans in JGfXlJ1: Critiml Voices from the Afargin. ed 
Sonia Ryang (London & New York: Routledge, 2(XX)), 14. 
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through new free trade agreerrent negotiations between the two countries. 

Although the relationship between the U. S. and South Korea has never 

been a slave/master or whitelblack relationship, Frantz Fanon COrnImlts on 

Korean self-depreciation: 

The white man, in the capacity of master, said to the Negro, "From now on 

you are free." But the Negro knows nothing of the cost of freedom, for he has 

not fought for it. From tiIre to tiIre he has fought for Liberty and Justice, but 

these were always white liberty and white justice; that is, values secreted by 

his masters.3:i1 

In this globalized era, South Korea operates as a lX)litical protectorate of 

the U. S. Empire, given the fact that until Im4 South Korea did not have 

control over the deployrrent of its own troops. That is why lX)lice and rredia 

latched on to Cho as a South Korean foreigner or alien and held on to 

stories about South Korea, without looking into his acculturated life in the 

U. S. This was easy way out of the Arrerican ideology of ff}Uality, inclusiveness, 

or rrrulticulturalism "Alongside the nationalistic history of the United States 

as a nation of immigrants are other, less-celebratory histories, involving 

labor exploitation, racism, and foreign intervention. "361 

When public discourse led by the rredia could not continue to displace or 

dElut Cho into South Korea, the initial eugenic racial stereotyping strategy 

was replaced by the culturalization and ethnicitation of the matter. In other 

35) Frantz Fanon, Em Skin, lthite Masks. (New York: Grove Weiden/eld. 1937), Z!1. 
36) Coutin, "Cultural logics if belonging and rmveImlt: Transnationalism, naturalization, 

and US. immigration ]XJlitics, 521. 



words, partly intrigued with the particular way in which Korean AIrericans 

arnlogized, public discourse ended up pathologizing Korean culture, the Korean 

Arrerican community, and the Korean Arrerican family. Unfortunately, the use 

of culture is problematic here. It greatly fetishized and reified Korean! Asian 

cultural differences and disintegrated from other aspects of culture: culture 

as a process, history, or relational phenomenon. As a result, we missed the 

opportunity to relate to aspects of social relationships or societal factors. 

The Korean American community missed the political opportunity to 

employ the public attention brought on by its apologies. ~'Spite the genuine 

nature of their apologies, they remained an emotional reaction. They could 

not make their apologies concrete by not taking any follow-up action. Even 

though everybody is pessimistic about gun control, Korean AIrericans can 

practice what they have learned by organizing Korean Americans for gill1 

control and working together with other Americans, lobbying for gill1 

control. But the game is not over. As we speak, gun sellers in VIrginia state 

are also organizing themselves in order to raise money to fight back any 

type of gun control. Since many Korean immigrants run small businesses, 

they seem to own guns at their business establishments. Nobody knows 

how quickly they adopted this aspect of American culture. If you own a gilll 

without knowing how to use it, it will invite only trouble and risk to you 

and your family.' 

* ~ ~--lt-.g- 'ZJ.JJ7. 11. 11. !f-.J7.-'-"lo1, 'ZJ.JJ7. 11. 15. !{!~.$1i'H191 ~AP;,. 7109 111 "B7} ~nl 

-'-"19/10,. 
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-Abstract 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

- The Virginia Tech Shootings and the Korean American Community 

r~ye-young Park 

As gunman, Seung-hui Cho was identified as a South ~)fean foreigner and 

alien by the mass rm:Iia, public discourse on the VIrginia Tech shootings develo!Xcu 

and circulated throughout South Korea, the Korean Arrerican community, and in 

the Arrerican mainstream society. 

Consequently, in this essay, I critically examine the question of social citizensrrip 

(e.g., inclusion, acceptance, ID2mbersrup, belonging, etc.) for Cho and other Komm/ 

Asian Arrericans who found themselves at the heart of this public discourse. 

Secondly, the role of U. S. hegemonic relations with North and South Korea also 

COID2S into account. Thlrdly, when Cho could not be placl'Cl outside the U. S. 

anymore, public discourse replaced old eugenic racial stereotyping by relying on a 

new strategy: the culturalization and ethnicitation of the Virginia Tech shootings. 

As a result, I would also like to contribute to the discussion on racialization and 

culturalization through this paper. In addition, I call our attention into the much 

neglected arena of public policy in terms of gun control. 

[Key Words] The VIrginia Tech shootings, serial citizensrup, racialization, culturalization, 

U. S. Empire 
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